[CHRONOLOGICAL APPROACH TO COMPLEX TREATMENT OF PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC CHOLECYSTITIS IN COMBINATION WITH THE OPISTHORCHIASIS].
The development of new technologies of medical rehabilitation of patients with chronic cholecystitis in combination with a chronic opisthorchiasis, remains an actual problem of clinical gastroenterology. The use of a group chronobiological approach to the complex treatment of these patients including EHF-therapy allows to increase efficiency of the conducted measures. The analysis of results testified to beneficial effect of such approach on indicators of a functional condition of hepatobiliarity system and an organism in general. The positive dynamics of all studied indicators provided high thera- peutic effect (to 84.8%), and the revealed contingency of these results to features of carrying out treatment, allowed to establish their interrelation (χ² = 104.13; p = 0.0001; Kramer's V-coefficient = 0.35). It guarantees (is a predictor) receiving of high therapeutic effect (Percent Concordant of = 86.4%; the standardized coefficient = 2.54; r = 0.001) of the complex treatment including EHF-therapy with use of chronobiological approach to treatment of patients with chronic cholecystitis in combination with a chronic opisthorchiasis. The established dependences have a great practical importance and can be used in a choice of tactics of treatment of this category of patients.